
Meet Everyday Children Throughout History:
How We Lived
From ancient civilizations to modern times, children have always played a
significant role in shaping the world. Their experiences, joys, and struggles have
provided valuable insights into the societies they have grown up in.

Join us on a captivating journey through time as we meet everyday children
throughout history and explore how they lived in their respective eras.

1. Ancient Egypt – Children in the Land of Pharaohs

In ancient Egypt, childhood was vastly different from today. Children were seen
as a blessing and were esteemed members of society. From an early age, they
were educated in various subjects, including language, mathematics, and
religion.
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Our journey takes us to the banks of the Nile River, where we meet young
Amunhotep. Immerse yourself in the bustling streets of Thebes and witness the
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awe-inspiring construction of the pyramids, showcasing the impressive
engineering skills of the ancient Egyptians.

2. Ancient Greece – Learning and Leisure

In the cradle of Western civilization, children in ancient Greece experienced a
unique blend of education and leisure. Education was highly valued, and young
Athenians, like Pericles, were taught by private tutors and encouraged to
participate in athletics and theatrical performances.

Travel back in time and explore ancient Athens, the birthplace of democracy,
where children played an integral role in the cultural and intellectual development
of the city.

3. Medieval Europe – Life in the Middle Ages

The Middle Ages was a period of great change and turmoil, and children endured
many hardships. From early education in monasteries to the challenges of daily
life in a feudal society, children like Eleanor of Aquitaine faced both privilege and
adversity.

Step into the medieval world and discover the struggles and triumphs of children
who lived during this transformative time.

4. Industrial Revolution – The Dawn of Modern Childhood

The Industrial Revolution brought about significant changes in the lives of
children. The rise of factories and urbanization reshaped society and led to child
labor. Explore the story of Emma, a young factory worker, who pursued education
amidst the hardships of the Industrial Revolution.



Experience the rapid changes that took place during this era and gain a deeper
understanding of the profound impact the Industrial Revolution had on the lives of
children.

5. World War II – The Resilience of Young Hearts

World War II was a time of immense global conflict, and children became
witnesses to unimaginable horrors. In the midst of such chaos, stories of
resilience and bravery emerged. Meet Anne Frank and explore her extraordinary
diary, a testament to the human spirit.

Travel back in time to the darkness of the war and discover how children coped
with adversity, demonstrating remarkable strength and courage.

6. Modern Times – Challenges and Opportunities

In a world shaped by technology, children face a unique set of challenges and
opportunities. From the impact of social media to the global village created by the
internet, the lives of modern children are vastly different from their predecessors.

Join us as we explore the diverse experiences of children living in today's society
and examine the remarkable adaptability of the human spirit.

Closing Thoughts

Throughout history, children have always provided a glimpse into the ever-
evolving tapestry of our world. Their experiences, dreams, and hopes reveal the
triumphs and tragedies of each era.

As we embark on this extraordinary journey, it becomes evident that while
circumstances and technologies may change, the essence of childhood remains
constant - the universal desire for love, happiness, and a brighter future.
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A fantastic new way to learn about the rich and varied cultures of the ancient
world - see how everyday children used to live, eat, work and play. Full of
stunning, detailed illustrations by renowned children's artist Christiane Engel.

What if you could look back in time and meet everyday children just like you, but
from a totally different world? How We Lived in Ancient Times is an amazing
window into history through the lives of children through time, showing the clothes
they wore, the food they ate, the games they played, and the amazing worlds
they lived in.

Each section opens with a new child introducing themselves to the reader in a
stunning illustrated double-page scene. Behind them, the reader can see the
child's environment, from prehistoric caves to Egyptian temples. This is followed
by fact-filled pages, allowing readers to see their tools they used, the toys they
loved, the food they ate, and much more. Join them in a Japanese palace,
explore a Viking village, and race with them on horseback across the Scythian
plains. How We Lived in Ancient Times is an unforgettable journey back in time.
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Yuri Gagarin And The Race To Space
Adventures In Space
On April 12, 1961, history was made when Yuri Gagarin became the first
human to travel into space. This monumental achievement marked the
beginning of a new era in space...

Discover the Magical World of Miss Juju and
Her Tutu
Welcome to the enchanting world of Miss Juju and Her Tutu. Brace
yourself for a mesmerizing journey filled with dreams, dancing, and the
power of imagination....

The Legend Of The Lady Slipper: Myths,
Legends, Fairy And Folktales
The Lady Slipper is a captivating flower that has enchanted people with
its beauty and symbolism for centuries. This delicate wildflower, also
known as...

10 Black Heroes All Kids Should Know: Dream
Reads
As parents and educators, it is important to introduce children to a
diverse range of role models. By exploring the lives of inspirational
figures, kids can develop a deeper...
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The Heartwarming Adventure of Little Rabbit
And The Runaway Easter Egg
Once upon a time, in a lush meadow surrounded by colorful flowers and
tall grass, there lived a curious and adventurous little rabbit named
Benjamin. Benjamin was an...

Changing Roles Changing Lives: Women
Stories From History
Throughout history, women have played pivotal roles in shaping society,
challenging norms, and making significant contributions to various fields.
Their stories are a...

The Hand of Kali: A Gripping Tale of Mystery,
Myth, and Adventure!
Prepare yourself to embark on an extraordinary journey into the mystical
world of The Hand of Kali Series. This captivating series has taken
readers by storm, weaving...

Baby Lily vs Carlitos: Who is the Cutest? Who
Will Win Your Heart?
Babies hold a special place in everyone's heart. Their innocent smiles,
cute laughter, and adorable little features make them irresistible. When it
comes to the cuteness...
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